PRESIDENT'S
ACADEMIC
SYMPOSIUM
March 18, 1997

Phillips Hall, Emerson Suites
10:50–12:05 . . . . PSYCHOLOGY PRESENTATIONS
CONVENER: MARY TURNER DEPALMA,
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR, PSYCHOLOGY

✉ Allyson Oswald (psychology '97)
The Effect of Mitigating Circumstances on
Judgments of Responsibility, Blame, and Affect
Sponsor: Mary Turner DePalma, associate
professor, psychology

✉ Brian Alamprese (psychology '97)
Trichromatic Color Vision in Three-Month-Old
Infants: Blue-Yellow Discrimination
Sponsor: Nancy Rader, associate professor,
psychology

✉ Julie Quimby (psychology '97)
A Comparative Analysis of Different Methods
Employed in Visual Cliffs
Sponsor: Nancy Rader, associate professor,
psychology

✉ Luncheon (12:05–1:10, Emerson B) ✉

Welcome
Howard S. Erlich, dean, School of Humanities and Sciences
Mary Lee Seibert, acting provost

Remarks
James J. Whalen, president
1:10–2:25 . . . . POSTER SESSIONS
The Sciences and Mathematics

✉ Benjamin Coleman (computer science '97)
    Machine Language Simulator Using YACC
    and Curses
    Sponsor: Laurie Anne Smith King, assistant
    professor, computer science

✉ Quang T. Truong (biochemistry '97)
    Comparison of Methanolic Sodium
    Methoxide–Promoted Elimination and
    Exchange Reactions of p-CF₃C₆H₄CHClCF₃
    and p-CF₃C₆H₄CHClC₂F₅
    Sponsor: Heinz F. Koch, professor, chemistry

✉ Justin C. Biffinger (biochemistry '97)
    Comparison of Gas Phase and Kinetic
    Acidities in Methanolic Sodium Methoxide
    Sponsor: Heinz F. Koch, professor, chemistry

✉ Michael Axtell (biology 7–12 '98)
    Productivity of Polluted Grasslands
    in the Czech Republic
    Sponsor: John Bernard, professor, biology

✉ Christopher Walsh (biology '98)
    The Evolution of the Cucurbitaceae:
    DNA Evidence
    Sponsor: Susan Swensen, assistant professor, biology
3:50–5:00 . . . BUSINESS PRESENTATIONS
CONVENER: RAQUIB ZAMAN, DANA PROFESSOR OF FINANCE AND INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS

❏ Holly Dale (accounting ‘98)
  Does the Market Consider Earnings More Important than Cash Flow?
  Sponsor: Joseph Cheng, associate professor, finance

❏ Bianca Benoliel (marketing ‘97)
  Exporting Strategies of the Award-Winning Small- and Medium-Sized U.S. Companies: An Exploratory Survey
  Sponsor: Hormoz Movassaghi, associate professor, finance

❏ Steven Crino (finance ‘97)
  Exchange Rates and Single-Country Closed-End Funds
  Sponsor: Abraham Mulugetta, associate professor, finance
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